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                 CIS4253: Ethics in Information Technology  Assignment 1   Assignment 1 : Ethics and Leadership  Identify an IT leader you would like to interview. If your major is not IT, find a leader in your  field. You should contact him/ her and schedule an interview time/ date. The interview could be  over phone or via live chat. The intention of this assignment is to describe leadership skills,  ethics, and communication which impact and im prove ethical performance.  1. Create five to seven (5 -7) questions to ask your chosen leader to determine his/her views of  ethical leadership and performance. Then, conduct the interview based on your selected questions.  HINT: The following are some examples of questions. Feel free to select them from  here. However, I urge you to revise the questions for some ideas of what you would  like to know from an experienced leader.  a. How would you define leadership?  b. As a leader, what do you do when people on your team aren’t pulling their weight?  c. What is one of the greatest leadership challenges you hav e ever faced? What  did you do? What was the result?  d. Describe a situation in which effective ethical reasoning skills contributed to your success.  e. Describe your personal actions by which you convey to your staff that ethics/ethical behavior is a high priori ty with you and that you also expect it  to be a high priority with your staff.  f. Related to the previous question, describe how your personal actions (demonstrating ethics is a priority) have impacted your staff and/or colleagues.  g. Describe a situation where you recognized a need to communicate clear  expectations for ethical practice. How did you recognize that expectations had to be clarified? What did you do or say to clarify the expectations?  2. Take written notes of the interview and submit as a pdf to the instructor. You must include  the name, job position and email address of the interviewee. Date of the interview must also  be included. You must also type this information and include it in your report.  3. Anal yze the leadership and ethical values of the leade r interviewed and assess its impact in  the ethical performance of the organization.  HINT : You should summarize the answers that you gathered in your interview.  Thereafter, you should compare and contrast his/her point of view about leadership with your own perception of it and the existing theories.  4. Use at least five (5) quality academic resources you have located in this  assignment. Note: Wikipedia does not qualify as an academic resource, and neither do web - based blogs. CIS4253: Ethics in Information Technology  Assignment 1  5. In your paper, you must meet the following course outcomes:  a. Demonstrate how to respond to and apply appropriate decisions around ethical issues in an array of information and technology practices  b. Evaluate the legal and ethical responsibilities of leaders in Information Technology.  c. Evaluate ways organizational culture can be managed and promote ethics in an organization.  6. A grading rubric will be used to grade the paper. The rubric is available on CANVAS.  7. Format your assignment according to the following formatting requirements:  a. Typed, 1.5 spaced, using Times New Roman font (size 12), with one -inch margins on  all sides.  b. The length of the paper should not be no less than 4 pages.  c. On the first paragraph of the paper with “Interview Information” as its heading, include the company na me, interviewee name and his/her position.   d. On the second paragraph with the heading “Interview Q/A” include the question s and  answers . And a summary of your interview.  e. On the third paragraph with the heading “Research Background” include a review of  your research , as applicable to you r reflection , in the area of ethics and leadership.  f. On the fourth paragraph with the heading “Reflection and Analysis ”, analyze the  leadership and ethical values of the leader interviewed and assess its impact in the ethical performance of the organization. Also, include your own reflection on ethics  in leadership.  g. Include a cover page containing the title of the assignment, the student’s name, the professor’s name, the course title, and the date. The cover page is not included in the  required page length.  h. Include a reference page. Citations and references must follow APA format. The reference page is not included in the required page length.  i. Provide a well -organized and clearly written report in APA -format paper with c orrect  spelling, grammar, and structure.  
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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